
COLUMN_NAME DESCRIPTION
ADMIT_TYPE A description of the admission type for an applicant.

(e.g. Overseas French Bacc, Quebec CEGEP, US High School, etc.)
Refer to STVADMT for all valid entries.

ADMIT_TYPE_CODE A code signifying the admission type for an applicant.
(e.g. 20, 31, 41, etc.)
Refer to STVADMT for all valid entries.

ADMIT_TYPE_FB_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has an admission 
type of FB (French Baccalaureate).

ADMIT_TYPE_GROUP A description of the groupings of applicants based on admission 
type.
(e.g. Canadian HS, Overseas HS, Quebec Cegep, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_GROUP_CODE A code signifying the groupings of applicants based on admission 
type.
(e.g.CAHS, OSHS, QCCG, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_GROUP_SORT_CODE A number based on admit_type_group_code to maintain the sort 
order of the groupings of applicants based on admission type.
(e.g. 05, 15, 35, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_IB_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has an admission 
type of IB (International Baccalaureate).

ADMIT_TYPE_LEVEL A description of the level of an applicant based on admission type.
(e.g. Cegep, High School, Mature, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LEVEL_CODE A code signifying the level of an applicant based on admission type.
(e.g. CE, HS, MA, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LEVEL_SORT_CODE A number based on admit_type_level_code to maintain the sort 
order of the groupings of applicants based on admission type.
(e.g. 10, 20 , 40, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LOC_LEVEL A description of the level and location of an applicant based on 
admission type.
(e.g. Canadian HS, Overseas HS, Quebec Cegep, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LOC_LEVEL_CODE A code signifying the level and location of an applicant based on 
admission type.
(e.g.CAHS, OSHS, QCCG, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LOC_LEVEL_SORT_CODE A number based on admit_type_loc_level_code to maintain the sort 
order of the groupings of applicants based on admission type.
(e.g. 05, 15, 35, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LOCATION A description of the location of an applicant based on admission 
type.
(e.g. Canada, Overseas, Quebec, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LOCATION_CODE A code signifying the location of an applicant based on admission 
type.
(e.g. CA, OS, QC, etc.).

ADMIT_TYPE_LOCATION_SORT_CODE A number based on admit_type_location_code to maintain the sort 
order of the groupings of applicants based on admission type.
(e.g. 10, 20 , 40, etc.).

ADV_PLACEMENT_REQUEST_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has requested 
advanced placement.

ADV_STANDING_CREDITS The number of credits granted to an applicant based on their 
advanced standing.

ANY_ACCEPT A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has an acceptance 
decision.

ANY_ACCEPT_DATE The date associated with latest acceptance decision.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

ANY_DOC_MISSING_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has missing 
documents missing.



APPL_NO A number identifying the specific applications for an applicant in the 
specified term.
(e.g. 1, 2, 3, etc.).

APPLICATION_DATE The date associated with the application.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

APPLICATION_SOURCE A description of the source of an application source.
(e.g. DEFER, PAPER, WEBAPP, etc.).

APPLICATION_STATUS A description of the status of an application.
(e.g. Ready for Review, Decision Made, Items Outstanding, etc.)
Refer to STVAPST for all valid entries.

APPLICATION_STATUS_CODE A code signfying the status of an application.
(e.g. C, D, I, etc.)
Refer to STVAPST for all valid entries.

APPLICATION_STATUS_DATE The date associated with the current application status.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

APPLIED A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has applied.
ATTR1 A description of the attribute for a student's first admission.

(e.g. Law Year 1, Thesis Full-time,Undergraduate Level Year 1, etc.)
Refer to STVATTS for all valid entries.

ATTR1_CODE A code signifying the attribute for a student's first admission.
(e.g. CLW1, CGTF, CUG1, etc.)
Refer to STVATTS for all valid entries.

ATTR2 A description of the attribute for a student's second admission.
(e.g. Law Year 1, Thesis Full-time,Undergraduate Level Year 1, etc.)
Refer to STVATTS for all valid entries.

ATTR2_CODE A code signifying the attribute for a student's second admission.
(e.g. CLW1, CGTF, CUG1, etc.)
Refer to STVATTS for all valid entries.

ATTR3 A description of the attribute for a student's third admission.
(e.g. Law Year 1, Thesis Full-time,Undergraduate Level Year 1, etc.)
Refer to STVATTS for all valid entries.

ATTR3_CODE A code signifying the attribute for a student's third admission.
(e.g. CLW1, CGTF, CUG1, etc.)
Refer to STVATTS for all valid entries.

BC_ID A unique identification number from The BC Ministry of Education for 
all BC applicants.
(e.g. 123456789, etc.).

BLANK_DECISION A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that no decision has been made.
BLUECROSS_OPT A description of the Blue Cross option value selected by an 

applicant.
(e.g. Family Coverage, No Coverage Required, Single Coverage, 
etc.).

BLUECROSS_OPT_CODE A code signifying the Blue Cross option value selected by an 
applicant.
(e.g. FAMY, NONE, SING, etc.).

CANCELLED A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that the application has been 
cancelled.

CANCELLED_DATE The date associated with cancelled decision.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

CEGEP_CREDITS The number of CEGEP credits an applicant has received.
(e.g. 24, 25, 30, etc.).

CERT_MERIT A description of the Certificate of Merit.
(e.g. McGill Certificate of Merit, etc.).

CERT_MERIT_CODE A code signifying a Certificate of Merit.
(e.g. CMT, etc.).

COMPLETE_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an application is complete and 
ready to be reviewed.



COND_ACCEPT A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has been granted a 
conditional acceptance.

COND_ACCEPT_DATE The date associated with a conditional acceptance decision.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

CUSAP_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has applied to the 
CUSAP (The Canadian University Study Abroad Program). 

EARLY_ACCEPT A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has been granted 
early acceptance.

EARLY_ACCEPT_DATE The date associated with an early acceptance decision.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

ENROLLED_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant is enrolled for the 
selected term.

EXTEN_CIRCUM_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has extenuating 
circumstances.

FILE_TYPE A code signifying the file type associated with an application.
(e.g. UA, UB, CE, etc.).

FULL_PART_TIME_IND A 'F' or 'P' indicator signifying that an applicant intends to be full time 
or part time.

FUND_REQUEST_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has requested law 
financial assistance.

GENERAL_ACCEPT A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has been granted 
general acceptance.

GENERAL_ACCEPT_DATE The date associated with a general acceptance decision.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

GMAT_ID A unique identification number from The GMAC (The Graduated 
Management Admissions Council) assigned to all applicants who 
wrote the GMAT (The Graduated Management Admissions Test).
(e.g. 0000000012345678, etc.).

GRAD_SUB_DISCIPLINE A description of the sub_discipline applied to by a graduate 
applicant.
(e.g. Business Law, International Relations of the Middle East, 
Shockwave Physics, etc.).

GRAD_SUPERVISOR The name of the proposed supervisor for a graduate applicant.
(e.g. Dr. Rex Brynen, J.H.S. Lee, etc.).

GRADUATE_GPA The GPA of a graduate applicant.
(e.g. 3.29, 3.43, 3.77, etc.).

H_LEVL_EDU_ETS_CODE An ETS (Educational Testing Service) code for the SBGI (source 
background institution) associated with the highest level of education 
of an applicant.
(e.g. 030487, 280755, 502112, etc.).

H_LEVL_EDU_MEQ_CODE A MEQ (Ministère de l'Éducation du Québec) code for the SBGI 
(source background institution) associated with the highest level of 
education of an applicant.
(e.g. 210508, 749701, 904000, etc.).

H_LEVL_EDU_SBGI A description of the SBGI (source background institution) associated 
with the highest level of education of an applicant.
(e.g. College de Sherbrooke, Paris District H S, William Aberhart 
High School, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

H_LEVL_EDU_SBGI_CODE A code signifying the SBGI (source background institution) 
associated with the highest level of education.
(e.g. C28748, 027953, 026531, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

HIGH_SCHOOL1_DIP A description of the high school diploma type of an applicant.
(e.g. Baccalaureate Francais, Canadian High School Diploma, 
International Baccalaureate, etc.)
Refer to STVDPLM for all valid entries.



HIGH_SCHOOL1_DIP_CODE A code signifying the high school diploma type of an applicant.
(e.g. CD, FB, IB, etc.)
Refer to STVDPLM for all valid entries.

HIGH_SCHOOL1_FROM_DATE The date an applicant started at high school 1 (their most recent 
high school).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

HIGH_SCHOOL1_GRAD_DATE The date an applicant graduated from high school 1 (their most 
recent high school).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

HIGH_SCHOOL1_REPORTED_GPA The GPA reported by an applicant from high school 1 (their most 
recent high school).

HIGH_SCHOOL1_SBGI A description of the SBGI (source background institution) associated 
with an applicant's high school 1 (their most recent high school).
(e.g. College de Sherbrooke, Paris District H S, William Aberhart 
High School, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

HIGH_SCHOOL1_SBGI_CODE A code signifying the SBGI (source background institution) 
associated with an applicant's high school 1 (their most recent high 
school).
(e.g. C28748, 027953, 026531, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

HIGH_SCHOOL1_SR_GRAD_DATE The self reported date an applicant graduated from high school 1 
(their most recent high school).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

HIGH_SCHOOL1_TO_DATE The date an applicant finished high school 1 (their most recent high 
school).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

HIGH_SCHOOL2_FROM_DATE The date an applicant started at high school 2 (their previous high 
school).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

HIGH_SCHOOL2_SBGI A description of the SBGI (source background institution) associated 
with an applicant's high school 2 (their previous high school).
(e.g. College de Sherbrooke, Paris District H S, William Aberhart 
High School, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

HIGH_SCHOOL2_SBGI_CODE A code signifying the SBGI (source background institution) 
associated with an applicant's high school 2 (their previous high 
school).
(e.g. C28748, 027953, 026531, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

HIGH_SCHOOL2_TO_DATE The date an applicant finished high school 2 (their previous high 
school).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

HOUSING_GUARANTEE_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant is guaranteed 
housing.

HOUSING_REQUEST_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has requested 
housing.

INCOMPLETE A 'Y' or 'N'  indicator signifying that a file is incomplete.
INCOMPLETE_IND A 'Y' or 'N'  indicator signifying that a file is incomplete.
INSTITUTION_CHOSEN A description of the institution an applicant chose to attend instead 

of McGill.
(e.g. Concordia University, Université de Montreal, University of 
Waterloo, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

INSTITUTION_CHOSEN_CODE A code signifying the institution an applicant chose to attend instead 
of McGill.
(e.g. 028823, 028824, 030825, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.



JOINT_LAW_IND An indicator signifying the type of joint law degree.
(e.g. Joint Law/MSW, Joint MBA/Law, etc.).

LATEST_APPL_RESPONSE A description of the latest response received from an applicant.
(Under Appeal/Reconsideration, Offer of Admission Accepted, Offer 
of Admission Declined, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_APPL_RESPONSE_CODE A code signifying the latest response received from an applicant.
(Under Appeal/Reconsideration, Offer of Admission Accepted, Offer 
of Admission Declined, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_DECISION A description of the latest decision (either from McGill or the 
applicant) for an applicant.
(e.g. Admitted, Admitted Pending Final Results, Offer of Admission 
Accepted, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_DECISION_CODE A code signifying the latest decision (either from McGill or the 
applicant) for an applicant.
(e.g. 01, 03, 60, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_DECISION_DATE The date associated with the latest decision (either from McGill or 
the applicant) for an applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

LATEST_PREV_UNIV_DECISION A description of the previous latest decision from McGill for an 
applicant.
(e.g. Admitted, Admitted Pending Final Results, Refused, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_PREV_UNIV_DECISION_CODE A code signifying the previous latest decision from McGill for an 
applicant.
(e.g. 01, 03, 18, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_PREV_UNIV_DECISION_DATE The date associated with the previous latest decision from McGill for 
an applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

LATEST_RESPONSE_DATE The date associated with the latest response received from an 
applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

LATEST_UNIV_DECISION A description of the latest decision from McGill for an applicant.
(e.g. Admitted, Admitted Pending Final Results, Refused, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_UNIV_DECISION_CODE A code signifying the latest decision from McGill for an applicant.
(e.g. 01, 03, 18, etc.)
Refer to STVAPDC for all valid entries.

LATEST_UNIV_DECISION_DATE The date associated with the latest decision from McGill for an 
applicant.

LAW_CATEGORY A description of the category of Law applicant.
(e.g. Advanced Standing, CEGEP, Regular, etc.).

LAW_FAIL_WD_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has a law fail or 
withdraw.

LAW_PART_TIME_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has applied to Law 
part-time.

LAW_UPPER_YR_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant is considered upper 
year.

LSAT_HIGH_SCORE The highest LSAT (Law School Admission Test) score registered by 
an applicant.
(e.g. 150, 164, 176, etc.).

LSAT_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the highest LSAT (Law School Administration 
Test) score registered by an applicant was taken.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).



LSAT_ID A unique identification number from The LSAC (The Law Admission 
Council) assigned to all applicants who wrote the LSAT (Law School 
Admission Test).
(e.g. 123456789, etc.).

LSAT_REQUEST_STATUS A description of the LSAT (Law School Admission Test) request 
status for an applicant.

MACLEANS_AVG The MacLean's average for an applicant.
(e.g. 77.08, 86.17, 98.30, etc.).

MANDATORY_DOC_MISSING_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has mandatory 
documents missing.

MASTER_DIVINITY_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that a applicant has applied for a 
Master of Divinity.

MATURE_STATUS_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that a applicant has mature status.

MCAT_BIO_SCI_HIGH_SCORE The highest score for the Biological Science section of the MCAT 
(Medical College Admission Test) registered by an applicant.
(e.g. 6, 9,13, etc.).

MCAT_BIO_SCI_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the MCAT (Medical College Admission Test) 
Biological Science section with the highest score was taken.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

MCAT_HIGH_SCORE The highest MCAT overall (MCOV) score registered by an applicant.
(e.g. 28, 31, 40, etc.).

MCAT_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the highest MCAT (Medical College Admission 
Test) overall (MCOV) test score was achieved by an applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

MCAT_ID A unique identification number from The AAMC (Association of 
American Medical Colleges) assigned to all applicants who wrote the 
MCAT (Medical College Admission Test).
(e.g. 123456789, etc.).

MCAT_PHY_SCI_HIGH_SCORE The highest score for the Physical Science section of the MCAT 
(Medical College Admission Test) registered by an applicant.
(e.g. 6,9,13, etc.).

MCAT_PHY_SCI_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the MCAT (Medical College Admission Test) 
Physical Science section with the highest score was taken.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.)

MCAT_SPEC_ACCOM_HIGH_SCORE_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant's highest score had 
special accommodations.

MCAT_VERBAL_HIGH_SCORE The highest score for the Verbal section of the MCAT (Medical 
College Admission Test) registered by an applicant.
(e.g. 6,9,13, etc.).

MCAT_VERBAL_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the MCAT (Medical College Admission Test) 
Verbal section with the highest score was taken.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

MCAT_WRITING_HIGH_SCORE The highest score for the Writing section of the MCAT (Medical 
College Admission Test) registered by an applicant.
(e.g. K,L,M, etc.).

MCAT_WRITING_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the MCAT (Medical College Admission Test) 
Writing section with the highest score was taken.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

MEDICINE_COHORT A description of the Medicine Cohort's of a applicant.  A grouping of 
applicants by region.
(e.g. Out of Province Canadian, Quebec, US, etc.).

MEDICINE_COHORT_CODE A code signifying the Medicine Cohort's of a applicant.  A grouping 
of applicants by region.
(e.g. MED1, MED2, MED3, etc.).

MEDICINE_FINAL_GPA The final Medicine GPA of an applicant.
(e.g. 2.90, 3.13, 3.89, etc.).



MEDICINE_GPA The cumulative Medicine CGPA of an applicant.
(e.g. 2.90, 3.13, 3.89, etc.).

MUSIC_AREA A description of the music area that an applicant has applied to.
(e.g. Chamber Music, Jazz, Opera (Voice), etc.).

MUSIC_AUD_OPT A description of the Music Audition Option value.
(e.g. First Period, Second Period, Tape, etc.).

MUSIC_INSTR_VOICE A description of the Music Instrument/Voice type value.
(e.g. Alto Saxophone, Piano, Soprano, etc.).

NO_APP A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that no application form has been 
submitted by an applicant.

OFFER_ACCEPT A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has accepted an 
offer of admission.

OFFER_ACCEPT_DATE The date when an accept decision was made by an applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

OFFER_DECLINED A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has declined an offer 
of admission.

OFFER_DECLINED_DATE The date when a decline decision was made by an applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

OFFER_DEFER A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has declined an offer 
of admission.

OFFER_DEFER_DATE The date when a decision deferral was made by an applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

OFFICE A description of the office (based on faculty code and department 
code) that will be handling the application of an applicant.
(Admissions and Registrar Offic, CE Education, Law, etc.)
Refer to SZVAOFF for all valid entries.

OFFICE_CODE A code signifying the office (based on faculty code and department 
code) that will be handling the application of an applicant.
(e.g. ARR, CEE, LAW, etc.)
Refer to SZVAOFF for all valid entries.

OPPOSITION_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant is opposed to 
providing data to alumni and student recruiters.

OUAC_ID A unique identification number from The OUAC (Ontario Universities' 
Application Centre) assigned to all applicants who applied to Ontario 
Universities.
(e.g. 20030001111, etc.).

OVERALL_AVG The latest overall CEGEP average for an applicant.
(e.g. 77.08, 86.17, 98.30, etc.).

OVERALL_AVG_ADMIT The overall CEGEP average at the time of admission for an 
applicant.
(e.g. 77.08, 86.17, 98.30, etc.).

OVERALL_COTER_AVG The latest overall CEGEP cote R average for an applicant.
(e.g. 27.08, 29.17, 33.30, etc.).

OVERALL_COTER_AVG_ADMIT The latest overall CEGEP cote R average at time of admission for an
applicant.
(e.g. 27.08, 29.17, 33.30, etc.).

PENDING A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has a decision 
pending.

PENDING_DATE The date when a decision of pending was made to an applicants file.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

PHDD_ATTR_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has an attribute code 
of PHD.

PLACEMENT_TEST_DATE The date on which a language placement test was taken by an 
applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).



PREFER_EMAIL_ADDRESS The preferred e-mail address requested for online communication by 
an applicant.
(e.g. blahblah@hotmail.com, etc.).

PREV_APP A description of the value of a previous application for an applicant.
(e.g. YR:2001 PGM:M.Sc. Computer Sc. APPNO:, etc.).

PREV_APP_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant had an application in 
the last calendar year.

PREV_DENTAL_SCH_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant had a previous 
application to dentistry.

PREV_LAW_SCH A description of the previous law school associated with an 
applicant.
(e.g. Non-Quebec, Quebec, Quebec and Non-Quebec, etc.).

PREV_MCGILL_STUDENT_IND A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant was registered or 
withdrawn from a term prior to the selected admissions term.

PRIM_CEGEP_CREDIT_RULES The number of advanced standing credits granted towards an 
applicant's primary curriculum.
(e.g. 26, 29, 30, etc.).

PRIM_REMAINING_CREDITS The number of credits that an applicant will have to complete in their 
primary curriculum considering advancing standing credits, transfer 
credits and CEGEP credits.
(e.g. 90, 93, 120, etc.).

PRIM_REQ_CREDITS_OVERALL The total number of credits that an applicant will have to complete in 
their primary curriculum.
(e.g. 90, 93, 120, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_ATTEND_FROM The date an applicant started prior college 1 (their most recent 
college).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_ATTEND_TO The date an applicant finished prior college 1 (their most recent 
college).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_DEG_CODE The degree code associated an applicant's prior college 1 (their 
most recent college).
(e.g. BA, BSC, MENG, etc.)
Refer to STVDEGC for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_DEG_YEAR The year an applicant officially graduated from their degree program 
at prior college 1 (their most recent college).
(e.g. 1975, 1999, 2002, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_GPA_TRANSFER The transfer GPA from an applicant's prior college 1 (their most 
recent college).  This is for informational purposes only and does not 
update the transfer GPA in academic history.
(e.g. 2.77, 4.46, 9.84, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_MAJR_CODE A code signifying major associated with an applicant's prior college 1 
(their most recent college).
(e.g. ACC, CSI, MGT, etc.)
Refer to STVMAJR for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_SBGI A description of the SBGI (source background institution) associated 
with an applicant's prior college 1 (their most recent college).
(e.g. College de Sherbrooke, Concordia University, University of 
Waterloo, etc.).
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE1_SBGI_CODE A code signifying the SBGI (source background institution) 
associated with an applicant's prior college 1 (their most recent 
college).
(e.g. 028823,  030825, C28748, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE2_ATTEND_FROM The date an applicant started prior college 2 (their second most 
recent college).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).



PRIOR_COLLEGE2_ATTEND_TO The date an applicant finished prior college 2 (their second most 
recent college).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE2_DEG_CODE The degree code associated an applicant's prior college 2 (their 
second most recent college).
(e.g. BA, BSC, MENG, etc.)
Refer to STVDEGC for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE2_DEG_YEAR The year an applicant officially graduated from their degree program 
at prior college 2 (their most second recent college).
(e.g. 1975, 1999, 2002, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE2_GPA_TRANSFER The transfer GPA from an applicant's prior college 2 (their second 
most recent college).  This is for informational purposes only and 
does not update the transfer GPA in academic history.
(e.g. 2.77, 4.46, 9.84, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE2_MAJR_CODE A code signifying major associated with an applicant's prior college 2 
(their second most recent college).
(e.g. ACC, CSI, MGT, etc.)
Refer to STVMAJR for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE2_SBGI A description of the SBGI (source background institution) associated 
with an applicant's prior college 2 (their second most recent college).
(e.g. College de Sherbrooke, Concordia University, University of 
Waterloo, etc.).
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE2_SBGI_CODE A code for the SBGI (source background institution) associated with 
an applicant's prior college 2 (their second most recent college).
(e.g. 028823,  030825, C28748, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE3_ATTEND_FROM The date an applicant started prior college 3 (their third most recent 
college).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE3_ATTEND_TO The date an applicant finished prior college 3 (their third most recent 
college).
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE3_DEG_CODE The degree code associated an applicant's prior college 3 (their third 
most recent college).
(e.g. BA, BSC, MENG, etc.)
Refer to STVDEGC for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE3_DEG_YEAR The year an applicant officially graduated from their degree program 
at prior college 3 (their third most recent college).
(e.g. 1975, 1999, 2002, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE3_GPA_TRANSFER The transfer GPA from an applicant's prior college 3 (their third most 
recent college).  This is for informational purposes only and does not 
update the transfer GPA in academic history.
(e.g. 2.77, 4.46, 9.84, etc.).

PRIOR_COLLEGE3_MAJR_CODE A code signifying major associated with an applicant's prior college 3 
(their third most recent college).
(e.g. ACC, CSI, MGT, etc.)
Refer to STVMAJR for all valid entries.

PRIOR_COLLEGE3_SBGI A description of the SBGI (source background institution) associated 
with an applicant's prior college 3 (their third most recent college).
(e.g. College de Sherbrooke, Concordia University, University of 
Waterloo, etc.).
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.



PRIOR_COLLEGE3_SBGI_CODE A code signifying the SBGI (source background institution) 
associated with an applicant's prior college 3 (their third most recent 
college).
(e.g. 028823,  030825, C28748, etc.)
Refer to STVSBGI for all valid entries.

RATING_AVERAGE_OVERALL An overall rating average based on all rating types.
RATING_TOTAL_OVERALL An overall rating total based on all rating types.
RECOMMENDED A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has been 

recommended for admission.
RECOMMENDED_DATE The date on which the decision to recommended an applicant was 

made.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

REFUSED A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has been refused 
admission.

REFUSED_DATE The date on which the decision to refuse an applicant was made.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

REGISTERED_IN_ADMIT_PGM A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that a non-withdrawn applicant has 
registered their primary program as the program they were admitted 
to for the selected term.  This field indicates if the student is 
registered in the primary program for the given term.

REGISTERED_IN_ANY_PGM A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that a non_withdrawn applicant has 
registered any program for the selected term.  This field indicates if 
the student is registered in any program for the given term.

RESIDENCE A description an applicant's residence.
(e.g. Canadian or permanent resident, Quebec resident, 
International, etc.)
Refer to STVRESD for all valid entries.

RESIDENCE_CODE A code signifying an applicant's residence.
(e.g. C,Q,I, etc.)
Refer to STVRESD for all valid entries.

SAT_MATH_HIGH_SCORE The highest math score on the SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test) an 
applicant received.
(e.g. 580, 720, 800, etc.).

SAT_MATH_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the highest math score on the SAT (Scholastic 
Aptitude Test) was received.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

SAT_VERBAL_HIGH_SCORE The highest verbal score on the SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test) an 
applicant received.
(e.g. 580, 720, 800, etc.).

SAT_VERBAL_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the highest verbal score on the SAT (Scholastic 
Aptitude Test) was received.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

SCHOLARSHIP_AMOUNT The scholarship amount an applicant has received.
(e.g. 2000, 5000, 10000, etc.).

SCHOLARSHIP_AVG The scholarship average of an applicant.
(e.g. 78.4, 86.6, 93.7, etc.).

SCHOLARSHIP_DECISION A description of the scholarship decision for an applicant.
(e.g. Applied for Basic Scholarship, Cancelled, Scholarship 
Assigned, etc.)
Refer to SZVSCDC for all valid entries.

SCHOLARSHIP_DECISION_CODE A code signifying the scholarship decision for an applicant.
(e.g. APA, CAN, SCH, etc.)
Refer to SZVSCDC for all valid entries.

SCHOLARSHIP_DECISION_DATE The date associated with the scholarship decision for an applicant.
e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.



SCHOLARSHIP_DECISION_ORIG A description of the origional scholarship decision for an applicant.
(e.g. Applied for Basic Scholarship, Cancelled, Scholarship 
Assigned, etc.)
Refer to SZVSCDC for all valid entries.

SCHOLARSHIP_DECISION_ORIG_CODE A code signifying the origional scholarship decision for an applicant.
(e.g. APA, CAN, SCH, etc.)
Refer to SZVSCDC for all valid entries.

SCHOLARSHIP_TYPE A description of the scholarship type that an applicant has received.
(e.g. G.H. Duggan Scholarship, James McGill Scholarship, John 
Mahon Scholarship,  etc.)
Refer tp SZVSCTP for all valid entries.

SCHOLARSHIP_TYPE_CODE A code indicating the scholarship type that an applicant has 
received.
(e.g. G.H. Duggan Scholarship, James McGill Scholarship, John 
Mahon Scholarship,  etc.)
Refer tp SZVSCTP for all valid entries.

SIESIF_SUMMER A description of the summer session an applicant will be attending.
(e.g. First Summer Session, Second Summer Session, etc.).

SIESIF_SUMMER_CODE A code indicating which summer session an applicant will be 
attending.
(e.g. J, K, etc.).

SIESIF_TERM_LENGTH A description the SIE/SIF term length that an applicant will be 
attending.
(e.g. SIE/SIF One Full Year, SIE/SIF One Term, etc.).

SIESIF_TERM_LENGTH_CODE A code indicating the SIE/SIF term length that an applicant will be 
attending.
(e.g. L1, L4, etc.).

THEOL_COLL The Theological College Association that an applicant had attended.
(Montreal Diocesan, Presbyterian College, United Theological 
College, etc.).

TOEFL_HIGH_SCORE The highest TOEFL (Test Of English as a Foreign Language) score 
an applicant has registered.
(e.g. 533, 593, 667, etc.).

TOEFL_HIGH_SCORE_DATE The date on which the highest TOEFL (Test Of English as a Foreign 
Language) score was taken.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

TRANSFER_CREDITS The number of credits an applicant is transfering into a program.
(e.g. 17, 23, 30, etc.).

WAITING_LIST A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has been placed on 
the waiting list.

WAITING_LIST_DATE The date that a waiting list decision was made for an applicant.
(e.g. 05/15/2003, etc.).

WITHDRAW_REASON A description of the reason that an applicant has withdrawn their 
application.

WITHDRAW_REASON_CODE A code signifying the reason that an applicant has withdrawn their 
application.

WITHDRAWN_FROM_ADMIT_PGM A 'Y' or 'N' indicator signifying that an applicant has withdrawn form 
the admit program in the selected admissions term.


